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Module 5 – Lesson 1: Interdimensional Portals + Where to Find Them

Earth energies, Ley lines, vortex points and sacred sites all play a part in

interdimensional contact. Under the Earth there’s a network of energetic

pathways often called Ley-lines or dragon paths. These connect all 

Earths chakra points - Gaia has chakras and energy meridians just like 

we do.

These models are always changing and there are differing opinions, 

however from my research Earths chakras seem to be located in the 

following locations: Mt Shastsa, Lake Titicaca, Uluru in Australia, 

Glastonbury UK, Giza Egypt, Mt Fuji + Mt Kailash. A grid of energy lines 

connect these chakra points across the Earth.

Interdimensional portals tend to be located around Chakra points and 

the Ley-line grids that connect them, so we need to be finding an 

energetically charged piece of land. If you’re energy sensitive you can 

go out and locate these sites for yourself, these Ley-lines criss cross the 

whole globe so it’s likely there’s one or more near you. Go out for a hike

in nature somewhere you’re drawn to and feel how the energy changes 

depending on your location. We’re looking to find locations that create a

strong energy in us, like a buzzing feeling, or a strong upliftment and 
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desire to laugh. Perhaps increased physical energy and joy levels. Chi 

and Kundalini energy will often move in us and can express in many 

ways including heightened sexual energy. These are signs we’re coming 

across an energetically powerful area of land and an interdimensional 

portal! In the past these spots have been called places “where the veil is

thin”. In many parts of the World the Ley-lines have been mapped, 

however err on the side of caution as most of these maps are old and 

Ley-lines move as I understand it. Check out these ancient maps of the 

Glastonbury (Avalon) Ley-line Grid network:

https://www.glastonburytor.org.uk/leymap.html

Churches and temples are nearly always built on interdimensional 

portals. This knowledge has been kept alive in secret mystery schools 

since the time of Atlantis, saved for us at this time of awakening. The 

knowledge was passed down through Christian mystery teachings and 

many wisdom schools from age to age. With the Knights Templar and 

the knowledge they took from Solomon’s Temple giving a fresh 

understanding of the power of energy and sacred geometry. There’s a 

great website here that maps out the Ley-lines and sacred geometry 

that denoted the location of all the Templar churches back in my home 

county of Lincolnshire in the UK.

http://www.templarmechanics.com/map.asp
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There are many portals throughout the world accessible to the public 

such as Machu Picchu, Glasonbury Tor, Stonehenge, Giza in Egypt, you 

get the idea.. There’s also stone circles and sacred sites scattered across

the planet that are just sitting there in nature waiting to be discovered 

by you.

At these chakra points, Ley-lines, energy centres and vortices there’s a 

higher density of light photons, and a higher frequency energy. These 

places are in higher dimensional realities containing higher 

concentrations of love/light consciousness. When we meditate or focus 

our consciousness in these locations it’s much easier to raise our 

frequency to match the interdimensional states of the land. This is why 

there are so many UFO sightings around areas like Stone Henge, Giza 

and Mount Shasta. They’re interdimensional portals and natural energy 

centres for the ETs to use for their hyperspace travel! Hyperspace by 

the way, is not a place, it’s a state of being… Meditate on that!

Links:

https://www.crystalinks.com/emerald

https://bashartv.com/en/the-council-of-13-and-the-crystal-skulls

https://bashartv.com/en/interdimensional-portals-and-where-to-find-

them-video-3-hours-45-min
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